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Answer: This could only be done on a Fannie Mae HomeReady® product or Freddie Mac HomePossible® product, but it is not acceptable to any other program offered by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. Excerpts below from fannie and freddie sales guide. Reference: Fannie Mae B5-6-03, HomeReady Mortgage Underwriting Methods and
Requirements (04/03/2019) Rental Income [...] Post Navigating ← Previous PostOm → Dave Towne · Published September 11, 2020 · Updated September 11, 2020 September 2, 2020, FNMA updated its policy allowing home furnishings (ADU) to single Family Residential (SFR) properties to be made home.This is in their Sales Guide
Announcement SEL-2020-05, related below. Key points: The Accessories Dwelling Unit (ADU) is another living area that is independent of primary property and has a basic bathroom, cooking and sleeping facilities. With this update, we have clarified the eligibility of ADU assets and comparable sales requirements in the evaluation as
follows: they have extended the current definition of ADU to improve the correct classification of ADU; extended eligibility for immovable property by allowing multi-level manufactured houses named as immovable property to be eligible as ADUs; andallow's assessment of flexibility, which now include using aged settled sales to
demonstrate market acceptability, andan active listing, or ongoing sales as an additional exhibit to demonstrate marketability. Effective: Lenders can take advantage of these updates immediately. NOTE: Some properties have a small living unit called Park Model Home as an ADU, usually for use by an older family member. Park Model
Homes are not larger than 400 s/f in size, and are considered personal property. These are not eligible for normal mortgage financing. Park Model Homes are also not considered approved as ADU as directed by the FNMA. In many cases, the wheels/axles are still attached and the suspension system can also be attached. These units
are often placed on properties under a local jurisdiction conditional use permit, provided that they are removed as soon as the permitted use ends. Valuers who encounter a Park Model Home (or similar) on an SFR property should note the existence of the unit and include at least one photo in the report, but do not include the Park Model
living space in the domestic GLA or the value of that unit in the evaluation.   Image credit flickr - Sheila ThomsonTags: ADUappraisal newsFannie Maemanufactured home Editor note: one of the biggest problems homeowners experience when trying to create an ADU is financing construction.  Some people may use HELOCs or equity-out
refinancing, based on the value of an existing home.  But virtually no forms of financing available for regular homeowners to base the loan on the potential future value of ADU as a rental.   The post that follows, from credit officer to bank, describes one possible exception.  - Martin HomeReady Mortgage is Fannie Mae, a first-time home
buyer loan program, with minimal down payment requirements, and some very special underwriting characteristics. When the borrower buys a single-unit primary residence with a 3% minimum down payment and there is an ADU present, 75% of the potential rent from the ADU can be used to qualify. This is unique because it could not be
utilized earlier or on other conformist credit programs.  The ADU must be common to the subject matter of the property area and the appraiser must be able to find comparable properties with the 1007 Rental Plan for attached or separate ADU to substantiate income. This program will also allow boarder income to be considered where
other credit programs do not.  Boarder income is described as rent payments that borrowers receive from one or more persons who reside with the borrower (but who are not liable for mortgage debt and may or may not be related to the borrower). This income can be considered an acceptable stable income when entitled to single-family
property, up to 30% of the total gross income that is used to qualify the borrower for the mortgage: the individual(s) lived with (and paid rent) the borrower for the last 12 months the boarder can provide appropriate documentation to prove the history of the shared residence (such as a copy of the driver's license, an account, bank
statement, etc., which shows the boarder's address as the same as the borrower's address) the boarder can prove (such as copies of cancelled cheques) the payment of rent to the borrower for the past 12 months. These loans have a homebuyer of course requirement of at least one borrower, all borrowers are not necessarily first time
buyers, and this may have income limits for the borrower depending on the subject of the real estate address and census tract at 100% median income (AMI). To determine whether your subject's assets have income restrictions, you can use Eligibility Tract Search: The exact amount that a borrower could increase purchasing power using
these other sources of income makes it difficult to estimate how they will vary depending on the borrower's individual loan and overall profile.  It is safe to say that the borrower could substantially increase their purchasing power and be a more confident buyer using these special features. Using ADU and/or Boarder income for this
program could potentially increase your purchasing power from $50,000-$75,000 and get you into that home you thought was out of reach. Being able to take advantage of potential rental and boarder income for these types of purchases is an exciting development and a sign that the ADU movement is recognized by investors across the
country.  Whether you are ADU to house a family member or subsidize their income, we will continue to welcome further changes to help homeowners using ADU. Jolin Warren loan officer &amp; construction specialist nMLS #189897 umpqua bank home lending office: 503-268-6178 mobile: 503-750-2250 umpquabank.com/jolin-warren
The presence of an additional life unit can complicate the evaluation process by making it difficult to know how to classify the subject of the property. How do you know if you are dealing with housing unit (ADU) accessories or a second unit? Use the following guide to identify one family with the ADU vs. two families property. What is a
housing accessory unit? According to Fannie Mae, the Housing Accessories Unit (ADU) is usually an additional living area independent of the primary apartment unit, which includes a fully functional kitchen and bathroom. ADUs are typically subordinate to the size, location, and appearance of the primary drive, and may or may not have
separate resources for inbound or outbound data transfer. ADU types Depending on its location relative to the primary housing unit, ADU can be classified as internal, connected, or disconnected ADU. Many interior ADUs are created by transforming a connected garage, basement or loft into a separate living unit. The most common
interior of the ADU contained in a single-family home is known as an in-law apartment. These interior units are commonly referred to as in-law units, mother-in-law apartments, or accessory apartments. The attached ADU is another living unit added to the main residence, typically on the side or back of the primary living structure or the
finished living space added to the top of the attached garage - think of Fonzie's apartment on the sitcom Happy Days. Separate ADUs are freestanding structures or are attached to another structure that is separated from the primary structure, such as a separate garage, breezeway or extension. Freestanding ADU can be called guest
house, guest house, garden suite, carriage house, casita, sidekick, or various other terminology depending on the geographical area. What is property for two families? Fannie Mae defines two families as property consisting of a structure that provides living space (residential units) for two families, even if ownership of the building is
evidenced by a single act. Like the ADU, another living unit can be an interior, freestanding, or attached unit to the primary structure. The second unit can be flat-style, separate structure, basement unit, garage or attic conversion, or many other possible configurations and designs. Occupancy of both housing units may vary between
occupied owners, tenants or a combination of both. How to tell if it is a single family with ADU vs. two-person property According to the Fannie Mae Sales Guide (from January 2019), Whether is defined as a single unit of property with unit accessories or a two-unit property will be based on the characteristics of the property, which may
include, but are not limited to, the existence of separate utilities, a unique postal address and whether the unit is leased. The appraiser is obliged to provide a description of the accessory unit and analyze any influence it has on the value or marketability of the item. It is more likely that that it is a two-person property vs. single-family with
ADU, if: The unit has its own separate postal address The unit has its own separate utility network and the meter Unit has more than two bedrooms Attached or internal additional housing unit has its own private entrance Two-family dwelling is legal under the current zoning zone allows rented unit Another housing unit is currently and
legally used as a rental unit The property generates additional income or income from its inhabitants in addition to unit income from its inhabitants rental, such as additional rent for parking, car storage or laundry on coins The property has in the past been marketed as a family of two families The main dwelling and other units are mostly in
harmony with the surroundings as a family of two The predominant use for similarly configured properties in the market area is two members : The unit was soil, basement or garage conversion in order to provide additional living space to the family member The detached unit is built thus to characteristically mimic the architectural style
and design of the primary construction The detached unit is subordinate to the primary structure The accessory does not have its own separate engineering network Zoning requires that the primary structure be occupied by the owner of the property as permanent and the main residence of the main dwelling and other unit(s) are mostly in
harmony with the surroundings as single-family with ADU predominant use for similarly configured properties in the market area is single-family with ADU Did you find this article useful? Join McKissock's unlimited study membership and access our full library of assessment resources – including checklists, videos, work equipment, CE
courses, and more. Do you want to contribute to our blog? It pays here to reach thousands of readers on a weekly basis and establish themselves as a thought leader in the ratings. Guest.
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